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Hassan Mohamed Muhi-Aldeen, Tkachova O. B. A Method of Network resource allocation in the Networks
supporting NFV technology. Typical problems of modern telecommunication networks development were analyzed. New
method of telecommunication network resources relocation and virtualization was proposed and got mathematical simulation.
Developed algorithm takes into account relocation and performance of physical node parameters which are requested to provide
the services with the required quality of service level. It was noted that the main advantage of the proposed method is the
generation a set of paths to the physical nodes located in the same local area as a degrading service. The experiment results have
shown that the total cost of migration could be reduced for the scheme that includes developed algorithms.
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Introduction. The development of modern telecommunication networks is fraught with a number
of difficulties: the increase in the volume and the expansion of the functionality of the services provided
entails complicating the management mechanisms and increasing the requirements for the equipment of
the network infrastructure [1]. Thus, a number of tasks of the session and application layers are
superimposed on the network equipment of the transport and data link layer [2, 3], as well as the need to
support a number of additional protocols responsible for managing the transmitted information. The
current situation leads either to an increase in the cost of the network infrastructure, or to the occurrence
of overloads in the network and, as a result, to a decrease in the quality of the provided services. The level
of virtualization is a set of abstractions: virtual machines with different operating systems (OS) and
applications and storage centers. They provide the formation and provision of services to end users.
The creation and implementation of networks supporting Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
is one of the most promising ways to solve the problem of improving the quality of services. Due to the
fact that NFV [2,3] technology allows the software to implement a wide range of functions and services,
which are currently provided only by network equipment implemented as hardware (firewalls, edge
routers, switches, access servers and others), in the form of open source software. Thus, with the use of
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NFV technology, any type of service can be quickly implemented and provided to the customers in
required time and quality terms.
As the popularity of NFV grows, the complexity of their management systems also increases. For
example, incorrect resources allocation in the network supporting NFV may result in irrational use and
the accuracy of the following problems:
disbalanced resources distribution/unloading between logical fragments networks in case the
intensity of requests for services is low. The disbalance of resources distribution leads to an unjustified
increase in the financial costs of supporting both the virtual environment and the physical network lied in
the basement;
potential overload in those areas of the network where the intensity of requests for services is
high, which leads to the occurrence of failures and denials of access, and, consequently, the reduction in
reliability entails the imposition of penalties.
To eliminate the above disadvantages, the mechanisms of dynamic redistribution of network
resources or migration of virtual nodes. However, when developing such mechanisms, several difficulties
arise related to the unreasonably high cost of accurately calculating the load intensity, the distribution of
requests for virtual network resources, and the level of popularity of the services provided [4, 5].
Lots of work on the development of methods for redistributing network resources is based on the
distribution of virtual resources, where the objective function are minimizing bandwidth in the
communication channels [6], increasing the level of availability by reserving resources [7] or expensive
self-organizing network [8]. The application of approaches [6-8] allows to adapt well enough to network
overloads, but it does not allow to estimate the cost of this adaptation - the cost of redistribution of
resources, which in some cases leads to inefficient use of resources. Thus, the development of an
algorithm that reacts responsibly to the deterioration of service quality in multiservice networks
supporting NFV technology, as well as the cost of the process of reallocation of network resources, is an
actual task.
Planning and allocation of resources in the networks supporting NFV technology. Accordance
to the ETSI recommendations [9, 10], the architecture of the networks supporting Network Function
Virtualization technology includes three main components: physical nodes (resources), virtual nodes
(resources)
(NFV MANO). The block diagram of
the architecture of the network supporting network functions virtualization is shown in Fig. 1.
For a correct cooperation between the physical and virtual components of a network infrastructure
component responsible MANO. According to the specifications and recommendations of ETSI [25], the
main purpose of the MANO system is to manage the processes of providing services to end users: the
MANO system coordinates all actions of the NFV infrastructure equipment, including the search and
allocation of network resources required for the formation and provision of services, as well as support
and monitoring of the services condition throughout the life cycle.
The NFV Infrastructure (NFVI) is a single platform for processing, storing and transferring data,
which is realized through the interaction of physical and virtual network resources. Physical resources of
NFVI include server hardware, switching and routing equipment, data storage systems and
communication channels. The well-coordinated interaction of these components ensures the correct data
transfer from the end user to the computing elements, and vice versa.
The level of virtualization is a set of abstractions: virtual machines with different operating systems
(OS) and applications and storage centers. It is provide the formation and provision of services to end
users.
Usually the allocate of additional resources both virtual and physical is required during the services
provision process. In this case, the lack of physical resources leads to the limitation of virtual resources
and, as a consequence, degradation of the quality of services running on virtual nodes. The different
mechanisms are implemented with the aim to maintain requested quality of service [4-8], that allow to
increase network performance due to forwarding service to the less loaded physical node [7], minimize
the required bandwidth [6] during migration process, increase availability due to resources redundancy
[8]. The existing algorithms for redistribution of network resources have a common significant drawback
- the adoption of a management solution based on statistical data, which does not allow to evaluate the
current interaction of network resources.
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Fig.1.
In order to describe the interaction of network components in the development of the migration
algorithm, it was suggesting to use a model approach [11]. The physical infrastructure of a multiservice
network is represented by an oriented graph:

Gs

( N s , Es ) ,

(1)

where
N s is the set of network nodes,

{ns1 , ns 2 , ns 3 ,... N s ) ,
Es is the set of links between nodes {ls1 , ls 2 , ls 3 ,... E s ) .

The virtual network architecture worked over physical architecture also can be represented by
oriented graph (fig. 1):

Gv

( N v , Ev ) ,

(2)

where
N v is the set of virtual nodes realized over physical nodes,

{nv1 , nv 2 , nv 3 ,... N v ) ,
E v is the set of links between virtual nodes, {lv1 , lv 2 , lv 3 ,... Ev ) . Each virtual node
nv s ,{v N v ) is characterized by performance, each arc is characterized by bandwidth capacity alv (t ) .
In RFC 7149 [12], IETF P1903.3 [13], ETSI GS NFV 002 [14] proposed to provide analysis and
further evaluation the set of network characteristics with aim to provide the complex estimation of service
provision quality. Proposed to analyses the following network characteristics:
cost of service provision c(s);
response time t(s);
reliability r(s);
availability a(s).
In general, the value of chosen network characteristics t(s), r(s), a(s) can characterize by complex
indicator. The value of complex indicator depends on as well as performance both physical and virtual
nodes and bandwidth ability. The complex performance and bandwidth can characterize by the following
equation:

ps (t )
Ths (t )

p ns ( t )

pvs (t );

(3)

min(Thls (t ), Thlv (t )),

where

pns (t )
pvs (t )

is performance of physical node in the time t ,
is performance of virtual node in the time t .

Virtual node performance always depends on physical node performance
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Thls (t ) is an available bandwidth of physical channel in the time t ,
Thlv (t ) is in available bandwidth in the time t . Bandwidth of virtual channel always depends on
bandwidth of physical channel Thl (t ) and cannot bigger that Thl (t ) : Thl (t ) Thl (t ),
s
s
v
s
In case of the physical node is not able to provide necessary for the effective operation of virtual
resources performance and, as result, the required level of quality cannot be provided the mechanisms
resource allocation are activated.
Reallocation of resources is carried out by migrating the virtual node from original physical node to
another, less-loaded, physical node. Proposed method of resources relocation based on the analysis of the
current performance of physical nodes and cost of migration.
The result of the functioning of the algorithm is a set of physical nodes with the required level of
performance, the cost of migration for which is the smallest.
The objective function Q () of proposed method can be characterized by the following
formalization:

Q( p s ,C tot ( n v ))

min ,

(4)

CP

where
p s is the performance,

cs is the cost of migration,

P

the management rules and policies.
In the analyzed case the optimization task can be reduced to the search of minimum value of the
total cost of network resources reallocation - min(Ctot (nv ))
The total cost of resources reallocation includes the following components:
- the “deploying” cost. The “deploying” cost is the cost of the degradation service implementation
on another physical environment. The “deploying” cost includes the cost of service downtime during the
selection of alternative physical nodes and preparation for implementation, Creloc (nv ) ;
- the cost of connection maintaining or migration cost. The cost of connection maintaining is the
cost of service movements between new physical environment and environment where degradation
service located. The cost of connection maintaining includes the cost bandwidth reservation and support
of requested performance, Cmig ( nv ) .
The total resources allocation cost can be characterized by the following equation:

Ctot ( nv )

suspend

( nv )

pnr ( t ) C( M N r ( n r ))
s

v

C( M Lr ( l r ) ) ,
ls lv M

(5)

v

Lrv

where

pnr (t )

is the alternative physical node corresponded to the QoS requirements;

s

C ( M N r (nr )

is the “deploying cost”;

v

C ( M Lr (l r )

is the migration cost.

v

The migration cost of includes the cost of allocating / reserving the bandwidth required for
migration. The migration cost can be determine by the following equation:

Cmig (nv ) C (ls )
ls pmig ( nvr )

min Thl r ,
v

where
ls

r

p mig ( nv )

is the route for migration of degradation service to the new physical node.
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The total migration cost includes the cost of reallocation of resources and direct cost of migration:

Ctot (nv ) Creloc (nv ) Cmig (nv ) .

ls

(8)

The main aim of proposed algorithm of resources allocation is the find out such the rought
r
p mig ( nv ) for migration that has minimum total component of the cost of redistribution is minimized

Ctot (nv )

min

To archive the aim the following steps are proposed:
- the definition of virtual nodes set, the migration of which is necessary – nodes with the load
constantly increasing, and productivity, with increasing load, decreases (as a rule, there is a decrease in
the physical node);
- the definition of the set of most suitable for migration physical nodes, which are located in one
zone with a degrading service. As such nodes are the most tolerant to crashes and overloads;
- searching the routes allowed to ensure the lowest cost and final choice of nodes for migration. the
algorithm should effectively map nodes and links to achieve the minimum goal of redistribution and
migration;
- Creloc (nv ) and Cmig ( nv ) calculation.
A pseudo-code describing the behavior of the developed algorithm can be represented as follows:
Reallocate(nv, min(Ctot(nv)))
ReallocationResult failure
Remap tot(nv)
Search neartnrv
if neartnv is less than required then
for all ns
near nv(degrad)
do map nv in ns
for all lv
Snv do
re-map virtual node to physical node
end for
if Ns mapping succeeds then
ReallocationResult success
if Creloc(Ns) < Creloc(Ns+i) then
do route nv(degrad) in Ns
for all lv
Es
Ev do
do route nv in ns
for all lv
Snv do
route virtual link ls onto a substrate path
algorithm
end if
end if
end if
end for
if ReallocationResult = Success then
Add Creloc(nv) + Cmig(nv) to Ctot(nv)
end if
end if
return ReallocationResult

using shortest path

Evaluation of the proposed method of resources allocation
Mininet network emulator was used [15] to simulate activities of the fragment of network
supporting NFV technology. The topology of the experimental fragment of the network is shown in Fig.
2.
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Fig. 2. Fragment of the experimental network
During theexperiment the following well-known algorithms has been used: RSforEVN [8],
DVNMA_NS [16] and proposed algorithm.
The following metrics has been used for experimental results evaluation:
- the “deploying” cost Creloc (nv ) ;
- the migration cost Cmig ( nv ) .
The following data has been used as an input data:
- the threshold of physical node performance– 80%;
- bandwidth threshold – 1,2 Mbps;
- response time threshold – 350 ms;
- maximum data value is allowed in case of migration – 780
Experimental result is provided in the Table 1.

b.
Table 1.

Experimental result
The “deploying” cost Creloc (nv )
RSforEVN

DVNMA_NS

Proposed algorithm

77

450

97

The cost of migration
RSforEVN
126

Cmig (nv )

DVNMA_NS
457

Proposed algorithm
115

As the results of the experiment show, the cost of the planned reallocation of the resources of the
developed algorithm is not significantly inferior to the cost of RSforEVN, but 4.5 times less than the cost
of DVNMA_NS, and when estimating the cost of migration, it is minimal. The main advantage of the
developed algorithm is the choice of the nearest alternative physical nodes, the performance of which
does not exceed the specified limit, which allows to significantly reduce the cost of migration.
Conclusion. The method of network resources relocation in networks supporting network
function virtualization is proposed in the work. The proposed algorithm takes into account such network
parameters as a cost of resources relocation and performance of physical node requested to provide the
services with the required QoS level. The main advantage of the proposed method is the generation a set
of paths to the physical nodes located in the same local area as a degrading service.
The model includes two stages: generation the set of paths based on the criteria (2)-(4) and
calculation of migration cost for each paths (5)-(8).
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The experiment results show the total cost of migration is reduced in the case of using proposed
algorithms.
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